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Shelby Easley is a Seattle based Singer/Songwriter who has been singing, 

writing music and playing guitar for over 15 years. You can see Shelby 

playing her original music all over the Seattle area and is currently working 

on her first demo with Seattle Sound Productions. While she is classically 

trained in Broadway and opera, her love for different music styles is 

endless. She was once the singer of a rock/punk band, performs indie folk 

music around Seattle and has competed with multiple genres including 

Pop, R&B, Country, Broadway and Jazz (she is also known to rap from time 

to time). Over the past 4 years, Shelby has taken home a variety of titles 

along her KWC journey. The most recent accomplishment came in 2018 

when she took home a gold medal after becoming the current 2018 US 

Female KWC National Champion in Vegas, which allowed her to complete 

on the World Stage in Finland late last year. Her first championship, 

however, came in 2017 when she took home the gold as the Female Keep 

on Singing Champion, which means she knows exactly what it takes to be 

successful in this type of competition. Being a coach truly means the world 

to her. Over the course of her journey with KWC, Shelby has been coached 

by some of the very best and is excited to provide that same support and 

experience to the next group of KWC stars. Shelby is looking for storytellers 

who are truly open to connecting not only with the song they are singing 

but with the audience as well, to transcend the traditional idea of what 

karaoke is. Additionally, Shelby is looking for singers who are committed to 

working their butt off to grow as an artist during this process. Everyone has 

room to improve and a competition of this nature is the perfect place to do 

so. 
 


